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exception in the GUI aspect is UltraSAN.

Abstract

Given a tool in the above category and a set of field
failure data (typically in a database format), reliability
engineers often hesitate to make use of the tool and data to
generate a quantitative evaluation of dependability. This is
due to the difficulties involved in data processing, parameter
estimation (especially for cases where failures are rare),
model specification for the tool, and appropriate mapping
from data to models. The need to develop tools that can
reduce these difficulties has thus been apparent.

MEADEP is a user-friendly dependability evaluation
tool for measurement-based analysis of computing systems.
Features of MEADEP include: a data processor for
converting data in various formats to the MEADEP format,
a statistical analysis module for graphical data presentation
and parameter estimation, a graphical modeling interface for
building reliability block diagrams and Markov chains, a
library of dependability models for constructing customer
models, and a model solution module for availability/
reliability calculations with graphical parametric analysis.
Use of the tool on failure data from measurements can
provide objective evaluations of dependability for critical
systems, while greatly reducing requirements for specialized
skills in data processing, analysis, and modeling from the
user. MEADEP has been applied to evaluate availability for
two air traffic control systems based on operational failure
data and results produced by MEADEP have provided
valuable feedback to the project management of these critical
systems. MEADEP has also been used to analyze a nuclear
power plant safety model, based on the Eagle 21 architecture
and its early field failure data, and results of sensitivity
analysis on the model are discussed.

From the research viewpoint, a capable tool should be
able to handle any probability distribution. However, this
capability is rarely used in practical engineering projects that
require field measurements for the following reasons: First, it
is very difficult to measure and identify failure arrival
distributions for each component. When failures are rare and
distributed over multiple replicas, this identification is
impossible. Second, errors caused by using the exponential
approximation of actual distributions may not be as
significant as errors introduced in other evaluation steps such
as measurement, parameter estimation and model
construction. In our experience, a dependability assessment
that is accurate to the right order of magnitude is good enough
in practice, taking account of various possible errors. It is thus
questionable, if not impossible, to make costly efforts to
identify all actual distributions to correct minor errors. Third,
in order to have a conservative evaluation, upper bounds
based approaches (failure rate upper bounds, instead of
means) are usually used in engineering. Official standards
(e.g., Military Handbooks) for estimating failure rate
confidence intervals typically assume the exponential
distribution, and these standards have been followed by
reliability engineers for many years.

1. Introduction
Automation of dependability evaluation has been
realized by the computer engineering community for over 15
years during which many dependability modeling tools were
developed [1, 6]. Some of the representative tools are SAVE
[2], SHARPE [8], and UltraSAN [10]. The emergence of
these tools has given impetus to the applications of advanced
modeling and evaluation techniques. These tools were
developed for building models based on parameters, with
emphasis on model solution techniques. Although many
theoretical modeling and solution issues such as nonexponential failure arrival/recovery times and numerical
stiffness1 have been addressed, practical issues such as data
analysis, parameter estimation and graphical user interface
(GUI) have rarely been considered in these tools. An

Thus, from the engineering viewpoint, it is desirable to
have software tools which integrate data processing, statistical
analysis, reasonable dependability modeling and evaluation,2
and a user-friendly interface to provide non-expert users with
an easy-to-operate environment for producing quantitative
dependability evaluations for real systems. This paper
introduces just such a newly developed tool — MEADEP
(MEAsure DEPendability). The purpose of this development

1
In a Markov dependability model, failure rates tend to be very small
and recovery rates tend to be much larger. Stiffness means the technical
difficulty in model solution caused by the difference between the largest and
the smallest parameters in the model.

2
The exponential distribution is typically assumed in the model
evaluation.
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was to facilitate the use of measurement-based dependability
analysis methods [4, 11] and to reduce the cost of such
analyses so that they can become an integral part of
engineering projects where dependability is an important
consideration.

Graphical presentation of data: A number of graphical
formats are provided to display dependability characteristics
for data (e.g., pie charts and histograms).
Graphical Input of models: A graphical “drag and drop”
interface allows the user to create models hierarchically, out
of reliability block diagrams (including the k-out-of-n block)
and Markov reward models [3].

2. Overview of MEADEP
Figure 1 is a layout of MEADEP. The Data
PreProcessor (DPP) module, interacts with the user to
convert source data to MEADEP internal data. The source
data can be manually generated structured trouble reports or
computer generated event logs. The Data Editor and Analyzer
(DEA) module is used to edit internal data and to perform
statistical analysis on the data. Parameter values estimated
from the data by this module can be inserted into the text
modeling file generated by another module, the Model
Generator (MG). The MG module provides a graphical user
interface for the user to draw model diagrams and then to
generate, from the diagrams, a text modeling file that contains
model specifications suitable for solution. Model diagrams
can be imported from library files containing predefined
models to save development time. The Model Evaluator (ME)
module produces results based on the model specifications
and parameters in the text modeling file. All modules are
integrated with the Graphical User Interface (GUI).

Parametric analysis in solution: The model solution
portion of MEADEP allows a model to be run with a range of
user-specified values for a selected parameter, and the results
can be displayed graphically.
A library of dependability models: A library of
dependability models, including primitive models for typical
fault-tolerant architectures and complex models for real
critical systems, are included in MEADEP for reuse by users.
Graphical user interface: For all of its functions,
MEADEP provides a user-friendly GUI featuring menus,
dialogs, pictures, printing previews, and extensive on-line
help information.
MEADEP is developed based on the following software
environments and tools: Microsoft Windows 95, Visual C++,
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) interface, IMSL C
Numerical Libraries and the Olectra Chart graphical package.
Because of the incorporation of these techniques, MEADEP
provides many user-friendly features and can interface with
various database formats, thereby reducing difficulties in
model development and data conversion. Further details on
the MEADEP structure are discussed in [14].
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3.1 Parameter Estimation Methods
Three essentially different types of parameters can be
estimated from data by MEADEP: failure rate or mean time
between failures (MTBF), recovery rate or mean time to
recovery/repair (MTTR), and coverage, including cases where
failures are rare. For each type, the sample mean, a lower
bound and an upper bound at a certain level of confidence are
provided, whenever applicable.

Results
Parameters

Note: Rectangles represent executable modules. Ellipses represent files.

Figure 1 Layout of MEADEP
MEADEP has the following features:

For the failure rate estimation, the exponential MTBF
distribution is assumed. If n failure events are included in the
data for the measurement period T, the failure rate upper
bound, U, and lower bound, L, at the 100(1)% confidence
level ( is the significance level) are given by [5]

Support for data conversion: Structured data in a variety
of formats (ASCII Delimited Text, Access, dBASE, Paradox,
etc.) can be converted to the MEADEP data format.
Estimation of parameters from data: Typically used
parameters (failure rate, coverage, etc.) and their upper and
lower bounds at a certain level of confidence are estimated by
statistical routines taken from mature numerical libraries.
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where 32 represents the Chi-square distribution. The above U
2

formula is also applicable to the case in which n is zero, i.e.,
no failure occurred in T. When n is zero, this formula is
equivalent to the following estimator given in [12]:
ln()
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connected either in series or in parallel. The four measures for
block i are denoted by i, µ i, Ai and Ri. If block i is an
elemental block, Ai and Ri are calculated by

(2)

For MTTR, either the exponential or normal distribution
can be assumed. In the first case, estimators similar to
Equation (1) are used. In the second case, the student’s t
distribution is used. Compared to the normal distribution, the
student’s t distribution provides better estimates when the
variance is unknown and the sample size is less than 25 [5].
The estimators for the lower and upper bounds are the
following:
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For a Markov chain with n states, the availability A is
calculated from state reward rates (ri) and occupancy
probabilities (pi):

1

n

R

If the n blocks are connected in parallel, A and R are
calculated by

where F represents the F distribution and  is the significance
level. If s equals n (a 100% coverage), a conservative lower
bound is given by [12]
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For the coverage C, the binomial distribution is used. If
the number of successes, s, in n trials is greater than zero and
less than n, the lower bound (CL) and upper bound (CU) of C
can be approximated by [5]
, CU
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Let , µ, A and R denote the four measures for the block
diagram. If the n blocks in the diagram are connected in
series, A and R are calculated by

where t represents the student’s t distribution,  is the
significance level, and n, M and S are the sample size, sample
mean and sample variance, respectively.
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where T is a time interval (an integer representing hours)
specified by the user during evaluation. If block i is
decomposed into a lower level diagram, i, µ i, Ai and Ri are
calculated using the formulas for block diagrams described
below.
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3.2 Model Evaluation Methods

where ri is defined by the user and pi is obtained by solving
the Q matrix (infinitesimal generator) based equations (Eq.
8.13 and 8.14 in [15]). Since reward rate is used, partially
available states are allowed in the model. The reliability R at
time T (an integer representing hours) is calculated based on
the uniformization technique [7] and the ChapmanKolmogorov equation:

Models are developed hierarchically from the top level
to the bottom level, but the evaluation has to be performed
from the bottom level to the top level. In the hierarchy tree,
each node is a model representing a system or subsystem. For
each node, four measures — failure rate (), recovery rate
(µ), availability (A), and reliability (R) — are evaluated by
MEADEP. At the bottom level, failure rates and recovery
rates for all modeled components (elemental blocks) are given
by the user or obtained from data. For a Markov model, all
transition rates, the initial state, and the failure state are also
specified by the user. Based on these parameters, the four
measures are evaluated from bottom to top using methods
discussed below.
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where P(T)=(p0(T), p1(T), ..., pn(T)) is the state probability
vector at time T, P(0) is the initial state probability vector, and
U is the unit time transition probability matrix converted from
the Q matrix by using the uniformization technique and by
setting the failure state to the absorbing state:

Assume a reliability block diagram consists of n blocks
3
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functions as well as the results of the Chi-Square and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests [4] are displayed.
The curves plotted on this figure are the exponential, gamma,
and Weibull functions. All three functions passed both ChiSquare and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests at the
0.1 significance level.

(12)

where s is the smallest integer such that 2s is greater than the
largest element, qmax, in Q. Since T is an integer, it can be
expressed as the following sum:
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where Ci (coefficient) is either 1 or 0 and m is the maximum
integer such that 2m < T. Thus, the computation of U and UT
can be done by a matrix squaring iteration [7] for s+m times.
The computation complexity for this algorithm is O(n3(s+m)),
or O(n3 lg(qmaxT)), where n is the number of states in the
Markov chain and is restricted to a maximum of 100 in the
current MEADEP version. Normally we have s<10. T is
restricted to a maximum of 109 hours (105 years) in MEADEP
and m is thus bounded by 30. For the two remaining measures
of the Markov chain, the recovery rate µ is simply the
transition rate out of the failure state, and the failure rate  is
calculated from A and µ by Eq. (9).
Figure 2 Data Conversion from VSCS PTRs to MEADEP
Format

For several test cases, including the complex VSCS
availability model to be discussed in the next section and a
Markov model that shows a certain degree of stiffness (having
a failure rate of 108 and a recovery rate of 102), the steadystate and transient results produced by MEADEP matched
those produced by SHARPE [9].

4. Applications of MEADEP
MEADEP has been used to evaluate availability for two
major air traffic control (ATC) systems: the Voice Switching
and Control System (VSCS) and the Air Route Traffic
Control Center (ARTCC). The VSCS is a digital
communication system responsible for voice switching
between pilots and air traffic controllers. The modeled
ARTCC components include a set of radars, radar data
processing and display subsystems. Both evaluations were
based on measurements from field systems and provided
valuable feedback to the project management. Details on these
evaluations can be found in [14]. Here we present two figures
in this work for illustrating the data analysis functions of
MEADEP.
Figure 3 Distribution of Time Between Outages for a
Radar Site

Figure 2 shows a data conversion screen which maps the
VSCS Program Trouble Reports (PTRs) data fields that are
useful for parameter estimation to the MEADEP data fields.
Figure 3 shows the distribution histogram of time between
outage events for a particular radar site, generated by
MEADEP. MEADEP allows the user to super-plot, over a
histogram, five different analytical probability distribution
functions (pdf) determined by the sample mean and sample
variance: exponential, gamma, Weibull, normal and
lognormal. Meanwhile, the estimated parameters for these

Now we demonstrate how MEADEP can be used on
safety systems. The modeled configuration has two major
components: a nuclear plant and a digital safety system which
protects the plant by responding to and processing challenges
from the plant instrumentation. A 3-level hierarchical model
was developed for this configuration, where levels 2 and 3
were based on the architecture of a real digital protection
system — Eagle 21 [16].
4

Sph

Figure 4 shows the top level plant model which reflects
the intermittent operating profile of safety systems (the heavy
frame in this diagram means parameters ss and µ ss are
evaluated from the lower level model SafSys, similar to the
next diagram). Figure 5 shows the middle level model, a
safety system which consists of four channels working on a
basis of 2-out-of-4 votes for a reactor trip (shutdown). In this
model, channel failures are assumed to be of the Byzantine
type3, because this type is the worst case failure mode and is
hazardous to the protection function. The bottom level
channel model is a diagram of reliability blocks representing
the major components of Eagle 21. Failure rates for these
components were estimated from field data.
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Figure 4 The Nuclear Plant Model
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The data source for this analysis is the failure reports
generated for the early use of Eagle 21 in Unit 1 and Unit 2 at
the Sequoyah nuclear power plant during a 2-year period [13].
The available data only allowed estimation of upper bounds
for failure rates in the bottom level model. Other parameters
were assumed to take typical or conservative values, as shown
in the figure, for demonstration purposes.

Figure 5 The Safety System Model (SafSys)
The notation used in the figures is as follows:
Sns
Ssp
Ssf

Plant hazard state which is the result of a failure of the safety
system to process a challenge successfully in terms of
initiating a necessary reactor trip
Probability of success upon demand, i.e., the safety system will
be successful in responding a challenge (initially set to 0.9999)
Arrival rate of challenges from the plant requiring a response
of the safety system (assumed to be once a year, a typical
value)
Challenge processing time (assumed to be a half hour, a
conservative assumption)
Failure rate of the safety system (evaluated from the middle
level model)
Rate for detection and handling of a safety system failure
(evaluated from the middle level model)
Recovery rate of the plant after a hazardous event
Normal state in which all four channels are functioning
properly
State in which one channel has failed and the output of the
failed channel votes for “no trip”
State in which one channel has failed and the output of the
failed channel votes for “trip”
State in which two channels have failed and both failed
channels vote for “no trip”
State in which two channels have failed and one failed channel
votes for “trip” and another failed channel votes for “no trip”
State in which two channels have failed and both failed
channels vote for “trip”
State in which at least three channels have failed and at least
three failed channels vote for “no trip”; This state is equivalent
to state Ssf in Figure 4, because the safety system would
generate a “no trip” signal should a challenge arrive.
State in which three channels have failed and at least one of
the failed channels votes for “trip”
Plant trip state (reactor is shut down)
Probability that the channel output votes for “no trip”, given
a channel failure (assumed to be 0.5)
Failure rate of a channel (evaluated from the bottom level
model)
Recovery rate of a channel (evaluated from the bottom level
model)
Common mode failure rate for the safety system (80%
confidence upper bound based on “no common mode failures
for 10 years”)
Failure detection and handling time, given that at least three
channels have failed (assumed to be one hour)
Plant trip duration (assumed to be 50 hours)

Normal/safe state in which either both plant and safety system
are functioning within technical specifications or the plant is
in a safe trip (reactor is shut down safely)
Safety processing state in which the safety system is
processing a challenge
Safety failure state in which the safety system is not able to
respond to a challenge properly while the plant is functioning
within technical specifications

The dependability measure to evaluate in this analysis is
the plant Mean Time Between Hazards (MTBH), i.e., the
mean time to state Sph (Figure 4), which represents a failure of
the safety system to initiate a necessary reactor trip in
response to a challenge due to its computer hardware or
software (design or random) faults. The MEADEP parametric

3
The faulty channel continues execution and lies when asked for
information [11].

5

analysis functionality was used on the above model to
investigate the impact of the following three parameters upon
the plant MTBH: (1) the safety system common mode failure
rate com, (2) the safety system failure detection and handling
time Tdh, and (3) the probability of success upon demand PS.
As each of these parameters was selected for sensitivity study,
it was varied within a reasonable range, and all other
parameters were left unchanged.
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The results showed that the plant MTBH is not very
sensitive to com and Tdh. For the selected parameter ranges,
the variance of MTBH is about 8% and 2%. However, the
plant MTBH is extremely sensitive to PS: when PS increases
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achieving a high value and estimating the achieved value for
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a user-friendly measurementbased dependability evaluation tool — MEADEP. The
development of MEADEP integrated techniques in GUI
programming, database engineering, dependability modeling,
and statistical/numerical analysis. Features of MEADEP
include: converting data in various formats to the MEADEP
format, graphical data presentation and parameter estimation,
graphical construction of reliability block diagrams and
Markov chains, a library of dependability models, and
availability/reliability calculations with graphical parametric
analysis. Use of the tool on failure data from measurements
can provide objective evaluations of dependability for critical
systems, while greatly reducing requirements for specialized
skills in data processing, statistical analysis, and dependability
modeling from the user.
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